Nadia Minkoff London – I Made It Kit

Memory Wire Earring Kit
Contents:
2 x memory wire circles silver
2 x memory wire circles gold
2 x earring hooks each gold and silver
4 x heavy gage jump rings each gold and silver
4 x fine jump rings each gold and silver
40cm each fine chain gold and silver
30 x 4mm bicone beads greige
4 x 5mm bicone beads light silk
2 x 5mm bicone bead greige
4 x 6mm globe beads iridescent green
1 x 8mm facet bead khaki
30 x 4mm bicone beads silver night
8 x 5mm bicone beads crystal ab
5 x 6mm facet bead silver night
4 x 6mm briolette beads, black diamond

2 x 8mm silver facet half coat beads

* Please note there are a few spare beads included

First prepare the hoops and chains:
1. Make a loop at one end of the hoop by looping
the end back on itself with round nose pliers.
(This will also prevent the beads from sliding off
when you you thread them on).

2. Cut the chain into lengths as follows:
2 pieces x 5.5cm
4 pieces x 3.5cm
2 pieces x 2cm
*Please have a look at our YouTube channel for more detailed instructions on memory wire use and
pinning a looping beads.

To make the gold pair as this image, thread beads
onto the hoop as follows:
15 x 4mm bicone beads
2 x 5mm bicone bead
2 cm chain
1 x pearl
3.5 cm chain
1 x globe bead
3.5cm chain and 5.5 cm chain
centre 8mm khaki bead
5.5cm chain and 3.5 cm chain
Follow the same pattern on the other side to make the
hoop symmetrical.

Once all beads are threaded, make a loop on the 2nd
side at the top (also by looping the end back on itself).
Now join the two ends and earring hook with a 5mm
heavy gauge jump ring.
Open the jump ring, thread on the earring hook, and at
the same time connect the two ends of the hoop with
the same ring before closing it.
To make the silver pair as this image, thread beads
as follows:
15 x 4mm bicone beads
1 x 6mm crystal AB
1 x black diamond briolette
1 x 6mm crystal AB
1 x 6mm facetted bead
1 x 8mm facetted bead (this is the middle so repeat on
the other side)
After closing the heavy gauge jump ring and attaching the earring hook at the top,
make a tassel on a separate small jump ring.
To do this, open the small jump ring and thread on the chains in this order – 2cm,
3.5cm, 5.5cm, 3.5cm, 2cm
Then attach this jump ring with chain tassel to the middle jump ring under the earring
hook.
(You may prefer not to include the chains at all if you prefer a more simple hoop earring).

Notes:
Difficulty level – easy
Time to complete – 1.5 to 2 hours
For more tips on how to assemble your kit, or if you would like to ask a question, please have
a look at our Facebook page: Nadia Minkoff London Workshops.
Please check out and subscribe to our YouTube channel:
Make Jewellery with Nadia Minkoff London
*Please note, there may be minor variations in the contents compared to the images. Our kits are made in the UK so if we
run out of any beads or parts we will substitute them with something very similar and within the same colour and theme.
There will always be enough to complete your creation.
When making your jewellery please be aware that there will be small parts that need to be carefully disposed of. Please
be careful of this if you have small children nearby.

